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Abstract: Structural equation modeling (SEM) has been widely used in economics, sociology and 
behavioral science. However, its use in clinical medicine is quite limited, probably due to technical 
difficulties. Because SEM is particularly suitable for analysis of complex relationships among observed 
variables, it must have potential applications to clinical medicine. The article introduces basic ideas of SEM 
in the context of clinical medicine. A simulated dataset is employed to show how to do model specification, 
model fit, visualization and assessment of goodness-of-fit. The first example fits a SEM with continuous 
outcome variable using sem() function, and the second explores the binary outcome variable using lavaan() 
function. 
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Introduction 

Structural equation modeling (SEM) combines various types 
of regression models to describe relationship among observed 
variables, aiming to provide a quantitative test of a theoretical 
model hypothesized by investigators (1). A set of observed 
variables may be used to define a construct (measurement 
model), and these constructs are related to each other 
(structural model). Constructs (latent variables or factors) are 
variables that are not directly observed or measured, but are 
defined by other observed variables. The indicators (observed 
or measured) are a set of variables that define or infer a 
construct (2). In terms of the relationship, variables can be 
defined as either independent or dependent variables. These 
terms will be referred to in the following example, which may 
help readers to better understand them.

The article will discuss SEM in the context of clinical 
research. Basic ideas and terminologies will be introduced 
along with the example, which may give readers a 
better understanding than tutorials full of mathematical 
details. There is a variety of R packages for SEM and its 
visualization, which will be discussed in the article (3). 

Worked example

For the purpose of illustration, I create a dataset containing 
patients from intensive care unit (ICU). The research 
setting is employed to give readers an understanding of 
how to perform SEM in clinical medicine. Of note, the 
dataset is created by simulation technique and bears no 
practical interpretation. Suppose the study is designed to 
investigate the predictors of financial cost and mortality 
for ICU patients. Because there are numerous laboratory 
measurements being obtained for ICU patients, the 
complex relationships among them are difficult to 
disentangle. However, these laboratory measurements can 
be divided into broad categories. For example, c-reactive 
protein (crp), procalcitonin (pct) and white blood cell (wbc) 
are biomarkers of inflammation. Bilirubin (bil), serum 
creatinin (scr) and oxygen index (oxyindex) are biomarkers 
of organ dysfunction. However, there are no direct 
measurements of inflammation and organ dysfunction, thus 
these two are designated as latent variables. It is rational to 
hypothesize that inflammation causes organ dysfunction, 
and medical cost (cost) is increased by inflammation and 
organ dysfunction.

> set.seed(888)

> inflammation<-abs(rnorm(1000,100,20)) # some continuous 

variables

> crp<-round(abs(inflammation+rnorm(1000,0,20)),1) 

> pct<-round(abs(0.15*inflammation+rnorm(1000,0,5)),1)

> wbc<-round(abs(0.1*inflammation+rnorm(1000,0,6)),1)

> orgdys<-abs(0.4*inflammation+rnorm(1000,0,5))

> bil<-round(abs(orgdys+rnorm(1000,0,8)),1)

> scr<-round(abs(3*orgdys+rnorm(1000,0,20)),1)

> oxyindex<- round(abs(7*orgdys+rnorm(1000,0,40)))

> cost<-abs(round(50*inflammation+100*orgdys+rno

rm(1000,100,100))) #cost can never have negative values

> z<-inflammation+orgdys-150   # linear combination with a 

bias

> pr<-1/(1+exp(-z))         # pass through an inv-logit function

> mort<-factor(rbinom(1000,1,pr), labels=c("survivor","nonsurv

ivor"))      # bernoulli response variable

> data<-data.frame(crp=crp,pct=pct,wbc=wbc,bil=bil,scr=scr, 

oxyindex=oxyindex,cost=cost,mort=mort)

The above codes firstly set a seed [888] to allow readers 
to reproduce the results. Then inflammation is created 
as in crp scale with normal distribution. Inflammation is 
correlated with crp. The error term for crp has a mean of 0 
and standard error of 20. Other variables are created in the 
same manner. All variables are forced to be positive by abs() 
function. Cost is determined by inflammation and organ 
dysfunction with an error term. Because mortality is a binary 
outcome, it is assumed to follow Bernoulli distribution and 
is created by using rbinom() function. Finally, all observed 
variables are combined into a data frame. Note that latent 
variables inflammation and orgdys are excluded because in 
the real world they are not observable.

Fitting the structural equation model

The first step in fitting the SEM is to setup environment 
for sem() function. Furthermore, the DiagrammeR package 
should be installed and loaded to the workspace for the 
purpose of drawing SEM diagram. 

> install.packages("sem")

> library(sem)

> install.packages("DiagrammeR")

> library(DiagrammeR)

Before estimation for parameters, the structure of the 
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model should be specified. Model specification is primarily 
based on subject knowledge and previous studies reporting 
the association between variables. The model can be 
specified using specifyEquations() function. Other functions 
such as specifyModel() can also be used. The example uses 
specifyEquations().

 
> model.cost <- specifyEquations()

    bil = 1*orgdys

    scr = lam2*orgdys

    oxyindex=lam3*orgdys

    crp = 1*inflammation

    pct = lam1*inflammation

    wbc=lam4*inflammation   

    orgdys = gamma11*inflammation

    cost = gamma21*inflammation + beta21*orgdys

    v(inflammation) = phi 

In specifyEquations(), each line specifies either a 
regression equation or variance or covariance. Variable on 
the right side of the equation is exogenous variable that 
it has no arrow points to it but only has arrows point out. 
In other terminology, exogenous variable is explanatory 
variable that explains changes of other variables. The left 
side of equation shows the parameter and endogenous 
variables. Endogenous variable is dependent variable 
that arrows point to it. The parameter is required to be 
estimated. If parameters are given fixed values (numeral 1 
for orgdys in the example) it is treated as fixed. Otherwise, 
parameters are constrained if two equations use the 
same name for their parameters. Variances of a variable 
that cannot be explained by its exogenous variables are 
specified in the form V(variable) = parameter. Covariance 
of two variables are represented in the form C(variable 1, 
variable 2) = parameter. The symbols “v” and “c” can be 
in either lower- or upper-case. By default, variance for an 
endogenous variable will be calculated by sem() without 
explicitly specifying it. However, variance of an exogenous 
variable should be specified. In the example, inflammation is 
an exogenous variable and I assign phi as its variance. Next, 
let’s take a look at the structure of the model.

> model.cost

Path Parameter StartValue

1 orgdys -> bil lam2

2 orgdys -> scr <fixed> 1

3 orgdys -> oxyindex lam3

4 inflammation -> crp <fixed> 1

5 inflammation -> pct lam1

6 inflammation -> wbc lam4

7 inflammation -> orgdys gamma11

8 inflammation -> cost gamma21

9 orgdys -> cost beta21

10 inflammation <-> inflammation phi

11 orgdys <-> orgdys V[orgdys]

12 bil <-> bil V[bil]

13 scr <-> scr V[scr]

14 oxyindex <-> oxyindex V[oxyindex]

15 crp <-> crp V[crp]

16 pct <-> pct V[pct]

17 wbc <-> wbc V[wbc]

18 cost <-> cost V[cost]

The above output displays the model in reticular 
action model (RAM) format via single- and double-
headed arrows. Single-head arrow specifies a coefficient 
between variables. Double-head arrow specifies variance 
if two variable names are the same and covariance if 
corresponding variable names are different. The parameter 
column displays names of parameters. Because variances 
of endogenous variables are not explicitly specified in the 
example, their names take the form V[var]. The model can 
be fit with simple code.

> sem.cost<-sem(model.cost,data=data)

Model identification

A model can be identified if there exists enough information 
for solution for all of the model’s parameters. Consider 
the equation x+2y=6, there is an infinite number of pairs 
of values for x and y to serve as solution to the equation. 
The model is underidentified because there are fewer 
“knowns” than “unknowns”. However, when I add another 
equation 3x+y=4, there is only one set of x and y satisfying 
both equations. Thus, the model is just identified because 
there are as many “knowns” as “unknowns”. In this simple 
example, x and y is parameters to be estimated and each 
equation represents an observation. When there are more 
parameters than observations, the model is underidentified. 
When there are as many parameters as observations, the 
model is just identified. When there are more observations 
than parameters (e.g., add another equation like x+y=3 to 
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the model), the model is overidentified. The solution to 
overidentified model is to find a set value of x and y that the 
sum of squared differences between the observations (3,4) 
and these totals is as small as possible (4). 

The SEM is comprised of structural and measurement 
models. In the example the measurement model describes 
the relationship between latent variable inflammation and 
observed variables crp, pct and wbc. The structural model 
describes the relationship between variables that we are 
interested in. For example, are inflammation and organ 
dysfunction the causes of increased financial cost in ICU 
patients? The order condition is the necessary requirement 
for a model to be identified. In order condition, the number 
of free parameters to be estimated must be less than or 
equal to the number of distinct values in matrix S. the 
number of distinct values in matrix S can be determined by 
Eq. [1]:

p×(p+1)/2 [1]

where p is the number of observed values in the model. In 
our example, the number of distinct values is 7×(7+1)/2=28, 
and the number of free parameters is 18−2=16. Note there 
are 18 lines in the “model.cost” output and two parameters 
are fixed, leaving 16 free parameters to be estimated. The 
model satisfies the order condition. Because there are more 
observations than parameters, the model is overidentified. 
The degree of freedom for the SEM is the difference 
between number of distinct values in matrix S and the 
number of free parameters df=28−16=12. You may want to 
take a look at the matrix S by the following code. 

> round(sem.cost$S)

crp pct wbc bil scr oxyindex cost

crp 780 56 37 152 459 1039 34062

pct 56 33 3 22 63 154 4917

wbc 37 3 35 13 36 92 3102

bil 152 22 13 151 283 615 16329

scr 459 63 36 283 1227 1887 49570

oxyindex 1039 154 92 615 1887 5867 113688

cost 34062 4917 3102 16329 49570 113688 3299097

Order condition is the necessary but not the sufficient 
condition for model identification. Other useful conditions 
can aid model identification. In measurement model, the 
parameter is also called factor loading. The latent variable 
is called a construct and observed variables are indicators. 
Scaling the latent variable is to add a nonzero fix factor 
loading, which can facilitate model identification. In 
the example, I add a fixed factor loading 1 for observed 
variables crp and scr. The purpose is to fix the unit of latent 
measurement. The “three measure rule” states that one 
latent construct has at least three indicators whose errors 
are uncorrelated with each other. The “two measure rule” 
states that every latent construct is associated with at least 
two indicators AND every construct is correlated with at 
least one other construct (5-8). However, technical details 
of model identification is very complex and beyond the 
scope of this article. Next, I will use the summary() function 
to print the parameter estimates of the SEM, as well as 
statistics for model fit. 

> summary(sem.cost)

 Model Chisquare =11.98179   Df = 12 Pr(>Chisq) =0.4471436

 AIC =43.98179

 BIC = -70.91128

 Normalized Residuals

Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.

-1.604 -0.1515 -1E-07 -0.07734 0.0742 0.5318

 

 R-square for Endogenous Variables

orgdys bil scr oxyindex crp pct wbc cost

0.6587 0.5968 0.6797 0.7373 0.4852 0.2365 0.0922 1.0087

 Parameter Estimates
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The non-significant P value of 0.45 indicates that 
the model cannot be rejected. Theoretically, any over-
identified model can be rejected in a large sample size. 
Because the sample size in the example is large but there 
is still no evidence of under-fitting, the model can be 
accepted. Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is another 
criterion for the judgment of model fit. Negative values 
of BIC indicate that a model has greater support from the 
data than the just-identified model. The just-identified 
model has a BIC value of 0. BICs of alternative models 
can be used to compare their fits to data. It is suggested 
that a difference of five in BIC is a strong evidence that 
one model is superior to the other (9). Similarly, AIC is 
an alternative information criterion for model selection. 
Parameter estimates are of primary interests in SEM. 
The results show that all parameters and variances are 
statistically significant. That is because the data were 
simulated in the way the model was specified. Graphical 
presentation of  the model can be obtained using 
pathDiagram() function. Note that this function requires 
DiagrammeR package. 

> pathDiagram(sem.cost,standardize=TRUE,edge.

labels="both",ignore.self=TRUE,ignore.double=TRUE,style="tr

aditional",node.colors=c("red","green","yellow"))

There are numerous options to customize the graphical 
display. In the example, I present the SEM in traditional 

style, which includes nodes for error variables (Figure 1). 
Note that latent variables and errors are represented by 
ellipse and observed variables are represented by rectangles. 
Exogenous variable is in red color. Endogenous variables 
are in green color and errors are in yellow color. The 
arrows represent parameters to be estimated with names 
and values displayed above each edge. One may notice that 
the parameter estimates displayed above the edge are not 
parameter estimates as shown in the summary() output. For 
example, gamma21, parameter for the estimate of the effect 
of inflammation on cost, is 0.57 in the figure. The value is 
52.8 in the summary() output. Recall that I have assigned 
the value of 50 for this coefficient in simulation. Then 
how can we interpret the parameter estimates displayed 
in the diagram? The diagram displays standardized 
parameter estimates, instead of the original ones. Also note 
the standardized estimates for fixed parameter is not 1s. 
Alternatively, one may wish to draw a RAM path diagram 
without displaying errors (Figure 2). The default of style 
argument is “ram”, thus I leave it unspecified.

> pathDiagram(sem.cost,standardize=TRUE,edge.

labels="both") 

However, The pathDiagram() function provides limited 
options for diagram appearance. The semPaths() function 
shipped with semPlot package provides an alternative 
to draw SEM diagram after fitting the model with sem() 

Estimate StdError zvalue Pr(>|z|)

lam2 3.28E-01 1.15E-02 28.46266 3.40E-178 bil<---orgdys

lam3 2.28E+00 6.82E-02 33.3749 3.17E-244 oxyindex<---orgdys

lam1 1.44E-01 9.61E-03 15.00758 6.55E-51 pct<---inflammation

lam4 9.28E-02 9.85E-03 9.415566 4.71E-21 wbc<---inflammation

gamma11 1.20E+00 8.67E-02 13.89751 6.56E-44 orgdys<---inflammation

gamma21 5.28E+01 8.13E+00 6.491563 8.50E-11 cost<---inflammation

beta21 3.08E+01 4.60E+00 6.694512 2.16E-11 cost<---orgdys

phi 3.79E+02 3.55E+01 10.67342 1.36E-26 inflammation<-->inflammation

V[orgdys] 2.85E+02 4.33E+01 6.571925 4.97E-11 orgdys<-->orgdys

V[bil] 6.08E+01 3.02E+00 20.11305 5.67E-90 bil<-->bil

V[scr] 3.93E+02 2.07E+01 18.95356 4.13E-80 scr<-->scr

V[oxyindex] 1.54E+03 8.77E+01 17.57318 3.95E-69 oxyindex<--> oxyindex

V[crp] 4.02E+02 2.62E+01 15.34663 3.73E-53 crp<-->crp

V[pct] 2.54E+01 1.21E+00 21.06921 1.52E-98 pct<-->pct

V[wbc] 3.21E+01 1.45E+00 22.15517 9.30E-109 wbc<-->wbc

V[cost] -2.86E+04 5.49E+04 -0.52149 6.02E-01 cost<-->cost

 Iterations =234
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Figure 1 Diagram of structural equation model in traditional style with error variables displayed. Note that latent variables and errors are 
represented by ellipse and observed variables are represented by rectangles. Exogenous variable is in red color. Endogenous variables are in 
green color and errors are in yellow color. The arrows represent parameters to be estimated with names and values displayed above each edge. 
crp, c-reactive protein; pct, procalcitonin; wbc, white blood cell; bil, bilirubin; scr, serum creatinin; oxyindex, oxygen index.

function (10). Furthermore, this function also takes SEM 
object produced by other R functions such as lavaan(). Now 
let’s take a look at how this function works. 

> install.packages("semPlot")

> library(semPlot)

> semPaths(sem.cost,whatLabels="est",layout="spring",nCha

rNodes=0,edge.color="red")

The semPaths() function takes the sem object sem.cost. 
The whatLabels argument specifies what the edge label 
should indicate. The “est” argument displays the parameter 
estimate in edge labels, whereas the “stand” displays the 
standardized parameter estimate. There are several options 
for the layout of the diagram. Here I use the “spring” 
option and the appearance is shown in Figure 3. While the 
solid edges represent free parameters, the dashed edges 

represent the fixed parameters. Other options include “tree” 
(the default), “circle”, “tree2” and “circle2”. The color of 
edges can be specified using edge.color argument. 

Interpretation of parameter estimates: direct 
and indirect effects

A SEM can be useful for clinicians only when its parameter 
interpretation is related to subject-matter knowledge. 
The effects() function provides estimates of the direct and 
indirect effects.

Total Effects (column on row)

orgdys inflammation

orgdys 0.000000 1.2048350

bil 0.328352 0.3956100

scr 1.000000 1.2048350
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oxyindex 2.277118 2.7435519

crp 0.000000 1.0000000

pct 0.000000 0.1442269

wbc 0.000000 0.0927691

cost 30.806195 89.8682182

Direct Effects

orgdys inflammation

orgdys 0.000000 1.2048350

bil 0.328352 0.0000000

scr 1.000000 0.0000000

oxyindex 2.277118 0.0000000

crp 0.000000 1.0000000

pct 0.000000 0.1442269

wbc 0.000000 0.0927691

cost 30.806195 52.7518363

 Indirect Effects

orgdys inflammation

orgdys 0 0.000000

bil 0 0.395610

scr 0 1.204835

oxyindex 0 2.743552

crp 0 0.000000

pct 0 0.000000

wbc 0 0.000000

cost 0 37.116382

It is noted that the total effect of inflammation on 
cost is 89.9, which is the sum of the direct (52.8) and 
indirect effect (37.1). The direct effect of inflammation 
is its coefficient in the equation for cost, which describes 
the change in cost attributable to a unit change in 
inflammation, conditional on all other variables in the 
equation. This effect ignores any other simultaneous 
effect. The total effect of inflammation is the change in 
endogenous variable cost attributable to a unit change in 
inflammation after accounting for all the simultaneity in 
the system. The indirect effect acts via the latent variable 
organ dysfunction. 

RAM

To better understand the underlying mechanisms of 
SEM, I would like to discuss more details on RAM model. 
Furthermore, some elements of RAM may help to better 
understand the modification index (MI) that will be 
discussed in the next section. The RAM model is expressed 
by the equation Eq. [2]:

v=Av+u [2]

Figure 2 Diagram of structural equation model in reticular action model (RAM) style, which is default to the pathDiagram() function. Note 
there is no error variables being displayed, making the appearance of the diagram simpler. crp, c-reactive protein; pct, procalcitonin; wbc, 
white blood cell; bil, bilirubin; scr, serum creatinin; oxyindex, oxygen index.

bil

scrorgdys

crp

pct

wbc

Oxyindex

gamma11=0.81

gamma21=0.57

Inflammation

1=0.7

1=0.82

lam1=0.49

lam3=0.86

lam2=0.77

beta21=0.49

lam4=0.3

Cost
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Figure 3 Diagram of structural equation model in spring style produced by semPaths() function. Note that parameter estimates are 
displayed above the edges. The values of these parameters are consistent with that produced by summary() function. crp, c-reactive protein; 
pct, procalcitonin; wbc, white blood cell; bil, bilirubin; scr, serum creatinin; oxyindex, oxygen index.
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where v contains indicator variables, directly observed 
exogenous variables and the latent exogenous and 
endogenous variables. u contains directly observed 

exogenous variables, measurement-error variables, and 
structural disturbances. The matrix A contains structural 
coefficients and factor loadings. 

> sem.cost$A
crp pct wbc bil scr oxyindex cost orgdys inflammation

crp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000000 1.0000000
pct 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000000 0.1442269
wbc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000000 0.0927691
bil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.328352 0.0000000
scr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.000000 0.0000000
oxyindex 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.277118 0.0000000
cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30.806195 52.7518363
orgdys 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000000 1.2048350
inflammation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000000 0.0000000
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Figure 4 Diagram produced by passing a lavaan object to semPaths() function. The dependent outcome is binary. The effect of 
inflammation on organ dysfunction is 0.39, which is consistent with that value of 0.4 that we used for simulation. The coefficients 
of inflammation and orgdys on mortality are 0.03 and 0.05, respectively. By exponentiation, they approximate one as specified in the 
simulation. crp, c-reactive protein; pct, procalcitonin; wbc, white blood cell; bil, bilirubin; scr, serum creatinin; oxyindex, oxygen index.

As expected, the matrix A is sparse with many 0 s. 
Another component of RAM is the matrix P of u, which can 
be obtained using following code.

> round(sem.cost$P,1)

crp pct wbcbil scr oxyin-

dex

cost orgdys inflam-

mation

crp 401.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

pct 0.0 25.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

wbc 0.0 0.0 32.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

bil 0.0 0.0 0.0 60.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

scr 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 393.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

oxyin-

dex

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1541.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

cost 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -28619.8 0.0 0.0

orgdys 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 284.7 0.0

inflam-

mation

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 378.6

Model modification

A MI tells the difference in the goodness-of-fit (as measured 
in Chi-squares) between an existing model and a modified 
model in which a fixed parameter is free to be estimated. 
For example, if a parameter is incorrectly fixed to 1, then 
the test statistic for this parameter should be large. MI is a 
chi-square statistic with one degree of freedom; therefore a 
value of 3.84, which is the statistical significance threshold, 
requires attention. The output of modIndices() lists the five 
largest MI in A and P matrix (11). 

> modIndices(sem.cost)
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 5 largest modification indices, A matrix (regression 

coefficients):

scr<-bil bil<-scr wbc<-pct pct<-wbc cost<-oxyindex

4.649549 4.649546 4.127541 4.127541 3.210411

 5 largest modification indices, P matrix (variances/covariances):

scr<->bil wbc<->pct cost<-

>oxyindex

orgdys<-

>oxyindex

inflammation<-

>oxyindex

4.649548 4.127541 3.210408 2.360746 2.360742

The results show that if we add an arrow from bil to scr, 
the chi-square of the modified model would be reduced 
by 4.65. The MIs in P matrix suggest the addition of 
covariance between observed variables. Let’s update our 
model under the guidance of MI. In the example, I add a 
covariance between scr and bil.

> model.cost.1 <- update(model.cost)

  add, scr<->bil, theps 

> sem.cost.1<-sem(model.cost.1, data=data)

> summary(sem.cost.1)

> anova(sem.cost,sem.cost.1)

LR Test for Difference Between Models

Model Df Model Chisq Df LR Chisq Pr(>Chisq)

sem.cost 12 11.9818

sem.cost.1 11 7.4134 1 4.5684 0.03257 *

---

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

The Chi-square is 7.4 for the new model, yielding a 
difference of 4.6 comparing to the original model. The 
value is consistent with the MI of “scr<->bil”. The anova() 
compares the difference between the two models, and the 
results show that there is statistical difference between the 
two models. The sem.cost.1 model fits better to data than 
the sem.cost model. 

SEM with binary endogenous variable

In clinical research, binary data are common such as 
mortality, gender, and occurrence of event of interest. 
Therefore, I would like to introduce how to model SEM 
with binary outcome variable using lavaan package (12). 
Besides, the package contains more postestimation functions 
that can be used to assess fitness of the model.

> install.packages(“lavaan”)

> library(lavaan)

> model.mort<- '

 #latent variable definition

 inflammation=~1*crp+pct+wbc

 orgdys=~scr+1*bil+oxyindex

 #regressions

orgdys~inflammation

mort~orgdys+inflammation

# variances

inflammation~~ inflammation

#intercept

orgdys~1;mort~1

'

> sem.mort<-lavaan(model.mort,data=data,ordered="mort",a

uto.var=TRUE)

The model structure is specified with formula like 
expressions. It is specified as a literal string enclosed by 
single quotes as in the example above. The “=~” symbol 
links latent variable and indicators, which can be read as 
“is manifested by”. For the structural model, regression 
equations are written for each dependent variable. 
The regression equation is similar to that in ordinary 
linear regression and is specified by the “~” operator. 
Independent variables are linked by “+” operator on the 
right side of the equation. Variance and covariance are 
specified using “~~” operator. In the example, I set auto.
var=TRUE in the lavaan() function, letting residual 
variances and the variances of exogenous latent variables 
be included in the model and set free. Intercepts are 
specified in special case of regression equation that there 
is only the number “1” on the right of the equation. 
Intercepts represent the mean value of a dependent 
variable. Because the underlying structure is known in the 
example, model specification can be easy. Again we can 
draw a SEM diagram. 

> semPaths(sem.mort,whatLabels="est")  

The effect of inflammation on organ dysfunction is 0.39 
(Figure 4), which is consistent with the value of 0.4 that 
we used for simulation. The coefficients of inflammation 
and orgdys on mortality are 0.03 and 0.05, respectively. 
By exponentiation, they approximate one as specified in 
the simulation. The parameters of interest (parameters of 
structural model), as well as corresponding statistics can be 
examined in the following way.
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> Est <- parameterEstimates(sem.mort)

> subset(Est,op=="~")

lhs op rhs est se z pval-

ue

ci.lower ci.upper

7 org-

dys

~ inflamma-

tion

0.388 0.030 12.965 0 0.330 0.447

8 mort ~ orgdys 0.051 0.010 4.904 0 0.031 0.072

9 mort ~ inflamma-

tion

0.028 0.006 4.728 0 0.016 0.040
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